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A source of inspiration and interior dreams Bea Mombaers presents interior stylist Bea Mombaers's work and universe through

the lenses of different photographers

Interior stylist Bea Mombaers is passionate about vintage and design; she’s always on the lookout for special finds and unique objects.

Over time she developed a distinctive signature style. This book presents Bea’s work and universe as seen through the lenses of

different photographers. The photos show interiors arranged by Bea, but also intriguing details, beautiful still lifes and objects with a

story Bea feels inspired by. The photos are presented according to the key moments in a day: waking up, breakfast, break, lunch, coffee,

apero, dinner and party. Bea is a source of inspiration and interior dreams, and a personal view on Bea Mombaers’s world and her

favourite projects up to now.

Over the past twenty years Bea Mombaers has built a reputation as one of the foremost women on the Belgian art and design scene.

She's highly respected all over the world as an interior stylist with a prestigious portfolio, and her Knokke lifestyle boutique "Items" is a

well-known reference for exclusive collector's items and coups de coeurs. In Knokke she also runs the "Items" conceptual design bed &

breakfast; it's the perfect example of her unconventional signature style, decorated with new as well as vintage design items and one-of-

a- kind objects. For Serax she designed a lifestyle collection, including leather bags, furniture and more.
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